Effect of electrode dimensions on motor unit potentials.
Different effects of longitudinal and transversal electrode dimensions on nerve or muscle single fibre action potentials detected monopolarly, were reported in the literature. The results were contradictory. We studied motor unit potentials (MUPs) detected at a large distance (typical of surface recording) on the basis of a mathematical model without source simplification. The MUPs were calculated as a single convolution of the first temporal derivative of a realistic intracellular action potential and MU impulse response. The spatial averaging of the MUPs by rectangular plate electrodes was performed through analytical integration of the MU impulse response over the electrode area. The effects of longitudinal dimension of the electrode were stronger than those of a transversal one. The effects were distance dependent. The longitudinal dimension of the electrode influenced the main phases (that reflected the excitation origin and propagation) more than the terminal phases (that reflected the excitation extinction at the muscle fibers' ends). This was due to differences in the character of the potential fields (quadrupole or dipole) during generation of individual MUP phases. It was shown that the relative weight of the individual MUP phases could be stressed or suppressed by a proper choice of electrode dimensions, position and orientation.